Abstract-One of the most common communication patterns in sensor networks is routing data to a base station, while the base station can be either static or mobile. Even in static cases, a static spanning tree may not survive for a long time due to failures of sensor nodes. In this paper, we present an adaptive spanning tree routing mechanism, using real-time reinforcement learning strategies. We demonstrate via simulation that without additional control packets for tree maintenance, adaptive spanning trees can maintain the "best" connectivity to the base station, in spite of node failures or mobility of the base station. And by using a general constraint-based routing specification, one can apply the same strategy to achieve load balancing and to control network congestion effectively in real time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale ad-hoc networks of wireless sensors have become an active topic of research. Such networks share the following properties:
• embedded routers -each sensor node acts as a router in addition to sensing the environment; • dynamic networks -nodes in the network may turn on or off during operation due to unexpected failure, battery life, or power management; attributes associated with those nodes (locations, sensor readings, load, etc.) may also vary over time; • resource constrained nodes -each sensor node tends to have small memory and limited computational power; • dense connectivity -the sensing range in general is much smaller than the radio range, and thus the density required for sensing coverage results in a dense network; • asymmetric links -the communication links are not reversible in general. Applications of sensor networks include environment monitoring, traffic control, building management, object tracking, etc.
Routing in sensor networks has very different characteristics than that in traditional communication networks. First of all, address-based destination specification is replaced or augmented by a more general feature-based specification [1] , such as geographic location [2] and information gain [3] , or a fixed but maybe mobile sink. Secondly, routing metrics are not just shortest delays, but also energy usage [4] and information density [3] . Thirdly, in addition to peer-to-peer communication, multicast (one-to-many) and converge-cast (many-to-one) are major traffic patterns in sensor networks. Even for peer-topeer communication, routing is more likely to be source or sink driven than table-based [5] , and source/sink pairs often are dynamic (changing from time to time) or mobile (moving during routing).
We have proposed Message-initiated Constraint-Based Routing (MCBR) [6] for wireless ad-hoc sensor networks. MCBR is a framework of routing mechanisms composed of the explicit specification of constraint-based destinations, route constraints and QoS requirements for messages, and a set of QoS-aware meta-strategies. With the separation of routing specifications from routing strategies, general-purpose meta routing strategies can be applied. In contrast to most existing ad-hoc routing strategies with no QoS support, MCBR takes QoS specifications into account.
We have also proposed three distributed meta routing strategies based on real-time reinforcement learning [7] : real-time search [8] , constrained flooding [9] , and adaptive spanning tree [10] . All of these use the same reinforcement learning core, which estimates and updates the cost from the current node to the destination. This approach has a number of attractive properties: (1) explicit use of destination and QoS specifications for finding optimal routes; (2) automatic adaptation to different routes when network conditions change; (3) no need for extra maintenance packets; and (4) no infinite looping if a path to the destination exists. In contrast to most existing QoS routing, learning-based meta-strategies do not create and maintain explicit routes; instead, packets discover and improve the routes over time.
Adaptive trees, different from real-time search and constrained flooding routing strategies, do require a known sink at its initialization. A spanning tree is constructed at initialization, but automatically maintained during the routing process. Similar to the search-based meta strategy [8] , implicit confirmation and retransmission are used, rather than sending periodical maintenance packets from the sink node as in many tree-based routing protocols. The basic ideas and protocol of adaptive trees have been presented previously [7] , [10] . The new contributions of this paper include defining new routing metrics for energy-aware load balancing to increase lifetime, and for congestion-aware routing to reduce latency and increase reliability.
In this paper, we present an in-depth study of the adaptive tree protocol, as well as performance analysis and comparisons with other peer routing protocols. Simulation results show that the adaptive tree protocol is robust in dynamic and unreliable environments, and can be applied to achieve load balancing and to control network congestion effectively in real time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II surveys most recent protocols developed in mobile ad hoc and sensor network communities. Section III presents the main idea in the adaptive tree protocol. Section IV analyzes the protocol via simulation and compares performances with peer routing protocols. We show that (1) without changing the routing strategy, by using the right routing metrics, adaptive trees can be energy-aware or congestion-aware, to increase lifetime or to reduce latency, and (2) without additional control packets for tree maintenance, adaptive spanning trees can maintain the "best" connectivity to the base station, in spite of node failures or mobility of the base station. Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
One may divide ad-hoc routing strategies into two categories: structure-based or structure-less. A structurebased routing strategy builds and maintains a routing structure, such as a spanning tree, a routing table, or one or multiple paths, while a structure-less routing strategy makes the decision of routing at every hop.
There are three elements for a routing protocol: destination specification, routing objectives and routing strategies. Most existing protocols use a fixed destination specification, routing objective and routing strategy. Most mobile ad hoc routing protocols are address-based, while GPSR [2] and GEAR [4] are geographical locationbased. Directed Diffusion [1] first proposed a general attribute-based publish/subscribe scheme in ad-hoc sensor networks. In most cases, routing objectives are implicitly embedded in strategies. For example, AODV [11] , DSR [12] and TORA [13] use shortest path, i.e., minimum number of hops, as the routing objective, while ABR [14] uses the degree of association stability, and SSR [15] uses signal stability or strength as one of the routing objectives in addition to the shortest path. GEAR uses energy level as a routing objective, in addition to the shortest path, while information-driven routing, such as CADR [3] and IDR [16] , uses information gain to guide the routing process.
Most existing routing protocols are implicitly associated with their routing strategies. Traditional sourceinitiated protocols (AODV, DSR, TORA, ABS, SSR) are structure-based. There are also multipath strategies (e.g. [17] ) that build and maintain multiple paths for extra robustness. For dynamic networks, in addition to initialization, periodic or repair-based maintenance is required to keep the structure up to date. Therefore, structure-based strategies are more suitable for relatively stable networks, since maintaining and repairing structures can be costly for highly dynamic networks.
Structure-less routing strategies, e.g. greedy-based, search-based or flooding-based, do not maintain the network structure explicitly. For example, GPSR uses a simple location-based greedy type of search, CADR deploys a greedy strategy using the information gain metric. The challenge of greedy-based strategies is to go around network holes. Recent work on randomized routing [18] chooses the next hop according to some distribution. Instead of building and maintaining a routing structure, some of structure-less strategies establish a "potential field". Data from upstream flows downstream according to the potential field. Similar to structure-based protocols, however, the maintenance of the potential field is necessary for dynamic networks. Search-based methods normally discover routes by selecting the next "best" hop at every node on the route. Routes may differ from packet to packet, even to the same destination node. GEAR, Q-routing [19] , [20] , ant-based routing [21] and NADV-based routing [22] are search-based. Floodingbased methods, on the other hand, allow each node to independently make the decision of rebroadcast, while making trade-offs between robust message delivery and total energy cost. Gradient Broadcast [23] and Gradient Routing [24] are flooding-based.
In the last several years, many routing protocols have been developed for wireless sensor networks, including Grid Routing [25] , Directed Routing [26] , Mint Routing [27] , Backbone Routing [28] , and the Constraintbased Routing Framework [6] - [10] , [29] . Most of these routing protocols have been implemented on Berkeley motes [30] , a widely used sensor network platform. Among these protocols, Backbone, Mint, and Grid are structure-based, Directed Routing and Constrained Flooding are flooding-based, and others, except the adaptive tree protocol, are search-based.
The Adaptive Tree Protocol is between structure-based and structure-less. It is structure-based since it builds and maintains a tree structure; it is structure-less since the parent of a node may change while forwarding a data packet. Unlike structure-based protocols, no control packets are necessary to maintain the tree structure.
III. ADAPTIVE TREE PROTOCOL
In this section, we will first introduce constraint-based routing and reinforcement-learning kernel, then present the adaptive tree protocol.
A. Routing Specification
Many protocols have been proposed for a variety of destination attributes and routing objectives in the last few years: for example, geographical (GPSR), energyaware (GEAR), information-directed (IDR) routings. We advocate the framework of Message-initiated ConstraintBased Routing (MCBR): instead of developing protocols with special attributes and objectives, a meta-routing protocol is aimed at supporting a class of routing specifications. Even with the same meta-strategy, different messages can have different strategies when they have different specifications. This is along the line of Smart Packets for Active Networks [31] ; however, in MCBR, packets do not carry code. Only the specification (and possibly an additional selection of a particular meta-strategy) is passed through the network. For networks with small data frames, one can even encode various specifications in nodes and let packets only carry a specification ID with parameters.
In MCBR, a routing specification consists of the destination specification, local route constraints, and a global routing objective. Constraints and objectives are specified in terms of attributes. Attributes can be anything from geographical locations to network bandwidths, from sensor values to internal clocks. The values of attributes can be constant, such as a node identifier or a unit cost, or can change from time to time. A routing destination is explicitly represented by a set of constraints on attributes. For example, in geographical routing, destinations are specified in terms of location constraints. Furthermore, in addition to destinations, local route constraints, if any, are specified explicitly. Examples of local route constraints are: avoiding a noisy area, avoiding congestion, and avoiding low-energy nodes, etc. One may also specify the regions or trajectories for information dissemination, e.g., the comb-needle model for queries and events [32] and traffic information over road structures. Finally, a routing objective is explicitly stated, such as a shortest path, maximizing energy levels over the route, maximizing connectivity over the route, or minimizing congestion.
A network can be represented as a graph V, E , where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of connections.
is satisfied at v. For example, address-based routing, i.e., sending a message to a node with an address a d , can be represented using the destination constraint a = a d , where a is the address attribute. Geographical routing, e.g., sending a message to a circular region centered at (x 0 , y 0 ) with radius c, can be represented using the destination constraint (x − x 0 ) 2 + (y − y 0 ) 2 ≤ c, where x and y are location attributes.
Given a local route constraint C r m of message m, the
For example, a message that should avoid congested nodes while routing to its destination has a local route constraint l ≤ l m , where l is the message load attribute (e.g., number of messages in the node's queue) and l m is the load limit. One can also use geographical constraints (e.g., directional routing) to reduce collision and save energy for a flooding-based strategy. In general, local route constraints redefine the network connectivity on a message-by-message basis.
MCBR explicitly specifies routing objectives. A local objective function o is defined on a set of attributes: o :
where A i is the domain of attribute i and R + is the set of positive real numbers. The is o(a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ), where a i is the current attribute value of attribute i at node v. A local objective function can be a constant such as the unit transmission cost, which induces the shortest path if the objective is minimized. For another example, an energy-aware objective can be defined as ku+c, where u is the amount of used energy in the node, and k and c are constants. With this objective, energy-aware routing can be achieved. Similarly, one may use k/n + c as a local objective, where n is the number of neighbors. With this objective, connectivity-aware routing can be achieved. Multi-objectives can be obtained by combining individual objectives, e.g., in a weighted sum.
A local objective can be aggregated over the routing path to form a global routing objective.
where o is a local objective function and p consists of a sequence of nodes v 0 , . . . , v n .
There are in general two classes of routing. One is anycast, namely finding an optimal path from the source to one of the destination nodes; it is unicast if its destination is unique. The other is multicast, namely finding an optimal tree from the source to all the destination nodes.
An MCBR specification for a message m is a tuple v One should notice that global route constraints are not defined in MCBR. It is well-known that finding an optimal path with an additive objective while satisfying an additive constraint is NP-hard. Unicast MCBR with an additive objective is essentially a weighted shortest path problem. Our goal is to make MCBR a simple (in terms of computation) yet still powerful (in terms of representation) mechanism for ad-hoc sensor networks.
B. Reinforcement Learning Kernel
MCBR separates routing specification from routing strategies. We have proposed learning-based metastrategies for MCBR [7] . Real-time reinforcement learning [33] has been studied and applied mostly in agentbased path planning [34] . We apply this powerful tech-nique to develop distributed meta routing strategies for sensor networks.
Given a routing specification of a message, including the destination and routing objective, one can define a cost function on each node, called Q-value, indicating the minimum cost-to-go from this node to the destination. Initial Q-values of nodes can be obtained during network initialization if the sink node is known, or estimated when the node receives a packet of that type at the first time . Furthermore, a node also stores its neighbors' Qvalues, NQ-values, which are estimated initially according to the neighbors' attributes and updated when packets are received from neighbors.
The learning-based meta routing strategies typically consist of an initialization phase, a forwarding phase, and a confirmation phase. Learning happens in all phases. For each packet sent out from a node, the current Q-value of the node for the type of message is attached. All the nodes are set to be in promiscuous listening mode. Whenever a node overhears a packet of type m from node n with Qvalue Q(n), whether it is the designated receiver or not, it updates the corresponding NQ-value by
and re-estimates its own Q-value using the equation
where r is an update rate and α is a learning rate, o m is the current value of the local objective function, and n is a neighbor of this node. Using Q-value estimates, real-time search [8] passes the packet to the "best" neighbor according to the current estimates, constrained flooding [9] decides if and when to rebroadcast the packet according to the estimates, and adaptive spanning tree [10] forwards the packet to its parent, with parents possibly changing over time pointing to a neighbor with the best Q-value estimate.
C. Adaptive Spanning Tree
Different from the other two meta-strategies, the adaptive tree protocol requires a known sink at the initialization. An adaptive spanning tree can be built using the reinforcement learning core described in the previous section. The initialization phase builds an initial spanning tree rooted at the sink. The initial spanning tree may not be optimal, and in the mobile sink case, connections may change from time to time. Each node other than the sink node has a pointer to its parent, which is the neighbor with smallest NQ-value. The forwarding phase passes the received packet to its parent. A node's parent may change if the neighbor with the smallest NQ-value changes. Each packet will be forwarded once, including the sink node that broadcasts with Q-value 0 each time receiving a packet. Implicit packet confirmation is used: if the packet is not heard from the forwarded node within a certain time period, the NQ-value of that node is updated, and the parent pointer is reset to the neighbor Initialization phase: Q m ← 0; broadcast(m, 0); return;
p m ← argmin n N Q m (n); (random tie break) 8. with the smallest NQ-value. A fixed maximum number of retransmissions at any node may be applied when the implicit confirmation fails. The pseudo code is illustrated in Figure 1 . NQ-value updates are designed as follows. In line 4 of the forwarding phase, we use link loss rates for calculating r, i.e., r ← L/(R + L) where L is the number of failed transmissions and R is the number of successful transmissions. If link loss rates are high, NQ-value of that neighbor will not be changed much; if link loss rates are close to zero, NQ-value is updated with the new received value. In line 1 of the confirmation phase, each failed confirmation increases NQ-value of that neighbor by c. For example, c ← e L/(R+1) . In this case c increases with the number of failed transmissions exponentially. In our experiments, we set δ and α be 1, and the maximum number of retransmissions be 1 or 2. Similar to the realtime search strategies [8] , changing these parameters will change the overall performance of various routing metrics.
D. Properties of Adaptive Tree Protocol
Unlike the most existing routing trees, the adaptive routing tree can adjust to a better structure during routing without extra control packets; Figure 2 illustrates such a scenario. Furthermore, asymmetric or broken links will be removed automatically; Figure 3 illustrates the situation.
In both cases, node-ID:Q-value is illustrated in each circle and the arrow points to its current parent. A fundamental question is whether this process of adaption induce infinite loops. The following theorem states that such a situation is not possible, if the network is relatively stable, i.e., the optimal structure do not change during the process.
Theorem 1: Given a network V, E , assuming there is a path from any node to the root and the actual Q-value is stable, a packet will be delivered in O(nd), where n is the number of nodes in the network and d is the depth of the tree. Furthermore, it approaches to an optimal path if the initial Q-value estimates are admissible, i.e., no larger than the actual Q-values. Proof. The formal proof is similar to that of [8] , [34] .
Theorem 2: If a node v with Q-value Q v lost its connection to its parent, and node w connects to the subtree rooted at v via v with the smallest Q-value Q w . Node v will change its parent in n v (Q w − Q v )/c steps where c is the minimal local cost and n v is the number of nodes in subtree v. Proof. At each step, there is at least one node with its value increased by c. The worst case is to visit each node (Q w − Q v )/c times before pointing to w. 
E. Routing Specifications for Adaptive Trees
One of the most important advantages of MCBR is that one can separate meta-routing strategies from routing objectives, so that different objectives can be achieved for different type of messages using the same meta-strategy.
We have experimented two types of routing specifications, in addition to the shortest hop-counts.
1) Energy-aware:
Instead of assuming constant cost for each hop, we can specify energy-aware cost functions, c(e), where e is an attribute indicating the current energy level, such that c(e 1 ) ≤ c(e 2 ) if e 1 ≥ e 2 . e.g., c(e) = e max /(e + 1) where e max is a constant indicating a maximum energy level. It is easy to see that for this cost function, if e is high, then c is low, and if e is low, c becomes high. With this cost function, load balancing can be achieved automatically.
2) Congestion-aware: Let l be the current transmission queue length of a node. The larger the l, the more congested. Let c(l) be a cost function, such that c(l 1 
We can use a simple cost function such as c(l) = l + 1. With this cost function, routing will automatically select pathes with smaller queue length or less congested nodes. This will results low latency and/or higher reliability for large traffic.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we analyze the performance of the adaptive tree protocol using a simulator that is particularly designed for sensor networks [35] .
A. Radio and MAC Models
Our protocol study uses the radio propagation model and the MAC layer communication model provided by PROWLER [36] , a probabilistic sensor network simulator. PROWLER [36] , written in Matlab, is an event-driven simulator that can be set to operate in either deterministic mode (to produce replicable results while testing an algorithm) or in probabilistic mode that simulates the nondeterministic nature of the communication channel.
PROWLER consists of a radio propagation model and a MAC-layer model.
The simple radio model in PROWLER attempts to simulate the probabilistic nature in wireless sensor communication observed by many [37] [27] . The propagation model determines the strength of a transmitted signal at a particular point of the space for all transmitters in the system. Based on this information the signal reception conditions for the receivers can be evaluated and collisions can be detected. The transmission model is given by:
where P transmit is the signal strength at the transmitter and P rec,ideal (d) is the ideal received signal strength at distance d, α and β are random variables with normal distributions N (0, σ α ) and N (0, σ β ), respectively. A network is asymmetric if σ α > 0 or σ β > 0. In (4), α is static depending on locations i and j only, and β is dynamic which changes over time. A node j can receive a packet from node i if P rec (i, j) > ∆ where ∆ > 0 is the threshold. There is a collision if two transmissions overlap in time and both could be received successfully. Furthermore, an additional parameter p error models the probability of a transmission error caused for any other reason. The default radio model in PROWLER has γ = 2, σ α = 0.45, σ β = 0.02, ∆ = 0.1 and p error = 0.05. Figure 4 shows a snapshot of the radio reception curves in this model.
The MAC layer communication is modeled by a simplified event channel that simulates the Berkeley motes' [30] 
B. Routing Application Models
Our simulation tests were done in RMASE [38] , an application built on PROWLER. RMASE provides network generation and performance evaluations for routing algorithms.
RMASE provides a convenient graphical interface to define the most common network topologies. The basic topology is a rectangular x-y grid. The grid size, spacing, density, shift and offset parameters allow one to specify a variety of topologies, from rectangular and triangular grids to totally random placements. One can also specify one or more network holes, with a specific location and size or randomly placed. One can also import node locations from a file, used in real experiments.
The routing scenario model in RMASE define the properties and behaviors of the source and destination, containing a set of source and destination nodes for a routing application, respectively. RMASE also defines a set of performance metrics that will be discussed in the following section.
RMASE supports a layered architecture, including at least the MAC layer, a routing layer, and the application layer, with the MAC layer at the bottom and the application layer at the top. It is the algorithm designer's choice to put individual functions at different layers so that common functions can be shared by different algorithms.
In our tests, the network is a 7×7 sensor grid with small random offsets. The maximum radio range is about 3d, where d is the standard distance between two neighbor nodes in the grid. Figure 5 shows an instance of the connectivity of such a network. The default radio model in PROWLER is used in most experiments. The radio data rate is 40Kbps and each packet has 960 bits. The application sends out one packet per second from the sources.
The results are based on the average of 10 random runs. 
C. Performance Metrics
We have developed a set of performance metrics for comparing different routing algorithms in RMASE, including latency, delivery ratio, and energy efficiency.
• Latency: average delays of packets from sources to the destination.
• Delivery ratio: the total number of packets received at the sinks vs. the total number of packets sent from all the sources.
• Energy efficiency: be the ratio between the total number of packets received at the sink(s) vs. the total number of transmissions in the network. All these metrics are calculated using their cumulative average values, i.e., at time t, the performance value is the average from 0 to t.
It is hard to compare the lifetime metric for different routing algorithms, although it is one of the most important metrics for battery-powered unattended sensor networks. One definition of the network lifetime has been the time to network separation [4] . This definition has the disadvantage that it cannot distinguish between separation of half the network and separation of a single node, and between a single node that is peripheral and a single node that is the base station. Another definition can be the time until the network loss rate is above a given threshold. Loss rate measures the relevance to the application: a single connected peripheral node leads to a small loss rate, while a single disconnected base station leads to a large loss rate (if it is the source or the sink). Similarly, separation of half the network leads to a large loss rate. However, both of these definitions require to run the simulation until the property of life-time is satisfied. We define lifetime predication as follows:
• Lifetime prediction: Letē = e i /n be the average energy left in the network where n is the total number of nodes in the network and σ e be the standard deviation of energy distribution. We call L =ē − 3σ e the lifetime prediction metric, which is used to approximate the lifetime metric. From this metric, one can see that if two algorithms A and B use the same amount of energy, but if B is energy-aware and uses energy more evenly across the network than A does, B is predicted to have a longer lifetime. 2) Congestion-aware: In this test, we again let the sink node close to (6, 6) , and let each node have 50% chance to be a source node which will send a packet randomly within 10 seconds. We compare latency and delivery ratios between the congestion-aware objective in Section III-E.2 and the shortest path objective. Figure 9 and 10 show that the congestion-aware objective has much shorter latency and slightly better delivery ratios. 
E. Comparison with Peer Protocols
In this section, we evaluate the routing performance of the adaptive spanning tree in two settings: (1) node failures and (2) mobile sinks, and compare performances of the adaptive spanning tree with other peer routing protocols.
The two peer routing algorithms used for comparing performances with the adaptive tree protocol are:
• Backbone tree (Backbone [28] ) -this algorithm uses directed diffusion [1] to create a backbone tree in the initialization phase and passes packets to parents during routing. To handle the problem of asymmetric links, it establishes a symmetric link neighborhood in the initialization. To save energy, there is no periodic maintenance packets.
• Grid Routing (Grid) [25] -this algorithm builds a spanning-tree with "grid" information to avoid long and unreliable links; There are periodic tree maintenance packets at every 15 -25 seconds. A total of 50 packets are sent for both tests.
1) Node failures:
To test the robustness of the adaptive tree protocol under un-predicable link failures, we set link failure probabilities p error to be 0, 0.05 and 0.1, respectively. The source is at a node close to (0, 0) and the sink is at a node close to (6, 6) . Figure 11 shows the delivery ratios of the three algorithms. From the graph, we see that Backbone works very well when there are no fault links. The symmetric links guarantee the 100% delivery of packets at this rate (1 packet per second). However, performance of Backbone degrades quickly with the increasing of link failures. Grid does not work well overall due to the collision between data packets and regular maintenance packets from the sink node. Reducing intervals of maintenance packets will improve the performance of Grid in this case. The adaptive tree protocol works better than the other two protocols, with the highest delivery ratios in all three cases.
2) Mobile sinks:
To test the robustness of the adaptive tree protocol with moving sinks, we set the sink velocities be 0.05d/s and 0.1d/s in both x and y directions, respectively. The source is at (0, 0), and the sink is at (1, 1) initially. Figure 12 , 13 and 14 show delivery ratios, packet latencies, and energy efficiency, respectively, for both velocities. From these figures, we see that: (1) similar to faulty links, the adaptive tree protocol has high delivery ratios in mobile sink scenarios. (2) The latency of packets increases in general due to the fact that the mobile sink is moving away from the source, resulting longer paths. For Backbone, latency does not change after 5 seconds since no more packets received after 5 seconds. (3) Backbone also has the highest energy efficiency in this case, since all the packets received are within one hop and no forwarding for packets more than one hop. Grid has the least efficiency due to extra maintenance packets. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper the adaptive tree protocol, a type of reinforcement-based meta-routing strategy for the constraint-based routing. We have studied the properties of such protocol and shown in our experiments that the adaptive tree protocol is robust for un-predicable link failures and mobile sinks. We have also demonstrated the use of different routing objectives for achieving load balancing and reducing congestion. The parameters in the protocol, such as learning rates for Q-values, update rates for NQ-values, parent reset threshold δ, and the maximum number of retransmissions for failed confirmations, can be tuned to make the routing best for a particular application. Lots of research still need to be done on the selection of parameter values and understanding the relationship between different parameters. 
